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DRAFTS

ALL PRICES INCLUDE SALES TAX

Weihenstephaner Oktoberfestbier $7
"Angezapft ist" - "It's tapped!", the cry that goes up every year when the Lord Mayor of Munich hammers a spigot 
into the very first keg of Oktoberfest beer.  Light in color, well carbonated and crisp this festbier is what the harvest 
season is all about!

Weihenstephaner  Hefeweissbier   (single/double) $7/$14
This is the hefeweizen to which all other hefeweizens are compared.  Supremely balanced, perfectly executed, this 
wheat unfiltered beer has perhaps the most enjoyable mouthfeel of any brews, regardless of style.  Undoubtedly a 
world-class draft.

Weihenstephaner  Pilsner   (single/double) $7/$14
Weihenstephan Brewery shows off their technical skill with this craft pilsner.  Extremely refreshing, very light body, 
moderately carbonated, moderately dry with a great long finish, this pils will round up your day nicely.

Weihenstephaner  Kristallweissbier   (single/double) $7/$14
A filtered version of a Hefeweissbier.  Easy to drink, this brew will agree with those who don't feel like packing with 
the breadier characteristics of a hefe.  Prost!

Weihenstephaner  Hefeweissbier  Dunkel  (single/double) $7/$14
Almost opaque brown, this rich brew has a nice hop spice that sets it apart.  This draft is essentially a dark, unfiltered 
wheat beer.  This rare world-class dunkel that is well worth a try.

Ayinger  Celebrator  Doppelbock $7
This dark autumn red brew with a beautiful head hits the high points of all Doppelbocks.  Hops and malt in balance, 
incredible chocolate flavors will take over and won't let go for a while.

Straffe Hendrik Quadrupel Ale $8
This beer is big.  It's the kind of beer that makes you want to stop all other activities and think about it.  The flavor of 
bready caramel malts lingers as candied fruit wash over the tongue with a warming brandy quality.  Bitterness is 
light, but acts well against the sweetness making for one of the most balanced Quadrupel Ales.

Leffe Blonde $6
Superbly crafted, dependable and tasty this Belgian Pale Ale will greet you like an old dear friend.  Its smooth and 
lightly sweet, with the perfect touch of bitterness.

Stone Brewery IPA $7
This brew is a standard in the American IPA category.  The floral hops are massive and bitter and Lordy tap dancing 
Buddha, they are deliciously dry!  Yet there's just enough smooth maltiness to balance things out and haunt your 
palate for the rest of your stay here.

Founders Red Rye $7
Spicy rye takes center stage in this dark ruby red draft.  Complex grapefruit and pine hops balance fantastic creamy 
malts.  This beer is for those who would want to venture into the world of unique big hops.

Lagunitas Sumpin' Sumpin' Ale  $7
Hopheads delight! Delicious onrush of juicy grapefruit and tangerine, followed by a tantalizing hop bite that teases 
the taste buds into willing supplication.  We'll serve it cold in a special jar with a built in clock that always shows 
4:20. Yeah!

Früh Kölsch   (single/tray) $6/$30
Brewed in Köln this smooth beer is very easy to drink.  Its fresh taste is far removed from any other beer styles out 
there.  Order a traditional Kölsch Kranz (tray) with 11 separate glasses called "stange" and enjoy with friends!


